
T-23-03 Safety Recall DEX Alert and STOP Post 

  

DEX Alert 

Group: Alerts / Recall 

Start Date: 7/10/2023 

Removal Date: 10/10/2023 

Title: Safety Recall T-23-03 Released 

Alert Text:  

Polaris has determined that on Model Year 2020-2023 Slingshot vehicles updated with Ride 
Command software SLS7AB. M32304A (released April 2023), after shifting out of reverse, the rear 
camera image may freeze and the rear camera image may not be displayed if shifted to reverse 
again. A rear camera with a deactivated image can reduce the driver’s rear visibility, increasing the 
risk of a crash and risk of serious injury. 

To resolve this concern, Polaris has released an updated Ride Command software. Polaris will be 
pushing an Over The Air update to those vehicles with active Ride Command+ subscriptions in the 
coming days. Dealers have the option to inspect and update those vehicles through USB prior to 
the OTA (Over The Air) release, so they can be sold. 

Click HERE to view T-23-03 Safety Recall. 

Click HERE to view T-23-03 FAQ. 

  

STOP Post 

Title: Safety Recall T-23-03 Released 

Posting Date: 7/10/2023 

Removal Date: 10/10/2023 

Alert Text:  

Polaris has determined that on Model Year 2020-2023 Slingshot vehicles updated with Ride 
Command software SLS7AB. M32304A (released April 2023), after shifting out of reverse, the rear 
camera image may freeze and the rear camera image may not be displayed if shifted to reverse 
again. A rear camera with a deactivated image can reduce the driver’s rear visibility, increasing the 
risk of a crash and risk of serious injury. 

To resolve this concern, Polaris has released an updated Ride Command software. Polaris will be 
pushing an Over The Air update to those vehicles with active Ride Command+ subscriptions in the 
coming days. Dealers have the option to inspect and update those vehicles through USB prior to 
the OTA (Over The Air) release, so they can be sold 

 

Click HERE to view T-23-03 Safety Recall. 

Click HERE to view T-23-03 FAQ. 

https://www.polarisdealers.com/VirtualMaster/StopSiteFiles/ServiceBulletins/SLG/T-23-03-A%20-%20Safety%20Recall%20-%20Reverse%20Camera%20.pdf
https://www.polarisdealers.com/files/ServWarr/English/T-23-03_Reverse%20Camera_Recall_FAQ.pdf
https://www.polarisdealers.com/VirtualMaster/StopSiteFiles/ServiceBulletins/SLG/T-23-03-A%20-%20Safety%20Recall%20-%20Reverse%20Camera%20.pdf
https://www.polarisdealers.com/files/ServWarr/English/T-23-03_Reverse%20Camera_Recall_FAQ.pdf

